Abstract
Introduction
Quality attributes of bulky software systems are primarily determined by the system's software architecture. The software architecture of a software intensive system seriously decides system quality. The ability to appraise software architectures earlier than they are realized in finished systems can considerably reduce the risk that the delivered systems will not meet their quality goals. For architecture evaluation, the Carnegie Mellon® Software Engineering Institute (SEI) developed the Architectural Tradeoff Analysis Method (ATAM) [7] . There are more research going on ATAM limitations and improvements [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6] . ATAM is a method for evaluating architecturelevel designs and identifies trade-off points between attributes, facilitates communication between stakeholders (such as user, developer, customer, maintainer) from the perspective of each attribute, clarifies and refines requirements, and provides a framework for an ongoing, concurrent process of system design and analysis. We could find that ATAM is a risk identification mechanism not a predictor [8] of quality achievement. Normally ATAM does not discuss with all possible quality attributes. Efficiency of ATAM depends on the expertise and potential of stakeholders (SH). There exists trade-offs between the quality attributes due to the conflicting Stake Holders Expects(SHE) We have proposed a new method which will predict the risk of software architecture that is caused due to the conflicting quality attributes and identified a mechanism to quantify the trade-off.
Background and Related Work
Rick Kazman et al. [1] have proposed the Architecture Tradeoff Analysis Method (ATAM), a structured technique for understanding the tradeoffs inherent in the architectures of software intensive systems.
Argumentation-based design rationale approaches attempt to tackle this issue by capturing the design deliberation, with a range of different methods (Conklin and Begeman, 1988; Maclean et al., 1996) . An argumentation based rationale system such as gIBIS (Conklin and Begeman, 1988) represents issues, positions and arguments in a graphical way to form a network of nodes capturing the design process. QOC (Maclean et al., 1996) uses questions, options and criteria to enforce a structure of how alternative design decisions are considered, i.e. capturing design choices. DRL (Lee and Lai, 1996) uses a language to represent the process of obtaining design rationale. These [11] proposed a method to create a support framework using Analytical Hierarchy Process [12] for comparison of different software architecture structures for a specific software quality attribute. Moreover given a prioritization of quality attributes for the software system, or a part thereof, the most suitable software architecture structure can be indicated using the created framework.
The Architecture Trade-off Analysis Method (ATAM)
Architecture-based analysis techniques fall into one of two categories, questioning and measuring according to whether they offer qualitative or quantitative results. In complex design situations the effort required to develop models suitable for quantitative analysis and the concentration on one quality at the expense of others tend to dissuade the use of measuring techniques. While many of the subsequent questioning techniques provide the ability to evaluate multiple quality aspects of a system and don't require quantitative models, they still tend to only find application as candidate selection methods once a design has reached maturity [13] . The adoption of an iterative incremental development process required a method which could be used throughout the systems lifecycle, as well as provide insight into the design issues and how they relate to the customer objectives. Consequently the methods suited to such an approach are those oriented towards application from an early point in the design life-cycle as well as providing the ability to analyze the relationship between multiple quality concerns and design decisions. The only methods found to satisfy these conditions included Software Architecture Assessment using Bayesian Networks (SAABNet) [14] and the Architecture Tradeoff Analysis Method (ATAM) [14] . Although it is viewed as qualitative in nature, SaabNet requires the numeric coding of relationships between design aspects as conditional probabilities and as such requires determinism in the relationship between design moves and system properties that is not known. The Architecture-based Trade-off Analysis Method (ATAM) was selected as the most appropriate for the research project as it could be used throughout the design lifecycle, achieved design analysis rather than candidate selection and had a strong lineage of development backed by case reporting. The method itself is broken into two overlapping phases of 9 steps as shown in Figure 1 .
Figure 1. Two Overlapping Phases of 9 Steps
The first step introduces the method itself to the participants. This is followed by two steps presenting both the business case and the solution architecture respectively. The 4th step looks to identify key architectural approaches responsible for system qualities. The 5th step creates the attribute utility tree, which refines the business drivers into quality goals into concrete scenarios representative of the goals. The final steps identify architectural sensitivity (architectural decision key to a specific quality) points, trade-offs (architectural decision key multiple qualities) and risks (important decisions not made) [13] . (Need to potentially add a diagram to this).
Proposed System

Bayesian Network
A Bayesian Belief Network (BNM) is a directed acyclic graph that represents a probability distribution [11] . An example of a simple BNM is shown in Figure  2 . The elements present on the graph carry the following meanings:
Nodes represent random variables; quantitative probability information is specified in the form of conditional probability tables describing the probability of each possible state of the node given each possible combination of states of its parents.
Arcs represent probabilistic correlation between the variables; the presence of an edge (or lack thereof) between two nodes indicates probabilistic relationship.
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The main useful characteristic of BNMs is that they provide a method for decomposing a general systemwide probability distribution into a set of local conditional distributions. Once constructed, the topology of the network can be further analyzed to determine partial probability distributions pertaining to the chain of causality which may be of particular interest in the current context. This particular feature of BNMs has some important consequences:
In large systems where interaction between observed variables is sparse, BNMs dramatically reduce the amount of work required to specify joint probability distribution.
Localized distribution representation is open to creation of efficient inference algorithms. However, it should be noted that for large systems involving multiple observed variables which in turn affect multiple qualities, the effort involved in building a static BNM is impracticable from an engineering standpoint. Although large domain models can often be decomposed into a collection of independent smaller networks, it is desirable, for systems that need to address a broad range of problems, to be able to establish the causality links between model nodes dynamically.
The resultant BNM representation of the joint distribution does not possess any generic modularity and therefore is not easily open to reuse in other domains of system application. However, a major advantage of BNM is that it allows mixing discrete and continuous variables to generate a hybrid inference. This is especially useful since software engineers are used to think in the discreet manner even about variables that may be continuous in nature.
Principal BNM First one is represented by the principal Bayesian Network Model (BNM) which encapsulates the main inference relationships which are present in the architecture with respect to the goals of current optimization. It is built with the same underlying principles used by Gurp [14] . In other words, it is comprised of two distinct groups of nodes: simple characteristics These nodes describe the observed characteristics of the system known to be relevant to the goals of the system optimization; complex characteristics Members of this group represent the knowledge of how the simple characteristics combine into more complex ones which in turn produce cumulative effect onto the system qualities system qualities Final layer of nodes which is created to compose the inference structure about the system qualities pursued by optimization goals. The principal network is created to represent the core Inference structure required to control the direction of the optimization process. The measures of the expected effects of heuristic application will be taken from it and used to evaluate the comparative suitability of possible optimization scenarios. It is, therefore, a Bayesian Network representation of the objective function for the overall process.
Figure 2: A Bayesian Network for identification
Auxiliary BNMs
The second entity in the interaction depicted is a collection of auxiliary BNMs. This entity is used to catalogue the existing knowledge about causality relationships between system elements and qualities which lie outside the scope of the current optimization goals.
A typical auxiliary network follows the same principles used by Trendowicz [9] . Hence, in functional terms, networks of this type address the inference knowledge pertaining a specific quality or a tightly coupled group of qualities affected by a restricted set of simple and/or complex system Characteristics. The auxiliary BNMs are necessary primarily to ensure that constraints of optimization are properly addressed within the process. Depending on the conditions imposed by the problem these constraints may be considered to be hard or soft. The former type refers to ensuring that application of heuristics does not dramatically reduce a known quality of the system, whereas the latter is there to show what effects a certain course of action will have on qualities not addressed in goals. Since each node in a BNM represents a variable which may assume a value according to the associated conditional probability distribution, it is not possible to express general relationships within the system without enumerating all the potential states every node may assume in advance. However, in the process of gathering this information it is necessary to employ International Journal of Digital Content Technology and its Applications Volume 3, Number 4, December 2009 methodologies, such as Markov Blanket (MB) [2] , which help to remove attributes that are unnecessary.
Markov Blankets
The definition of a Markov Blanket for a node x is the set MB(x) which includes a set Px of direct parent nodes of x, a set Cx of direct children nodes of x and a set Sx of spouse nodes of x [20] . A spouse node xsi is defined as one for which there is a child node ci 2 Cx. Every node in the network is conditionally independent of x when conditioned on the set MB(x). Formally, for distinct nodes x and y:
Pr(x|MB(x) || y) = Pr(x|MB(x)) (1)
Markov blanket criterion only removes attributes that are really unnecessary: attributes that are irrelevant to the target node, and attributes that are redundant given other attributes. Finally, several algorithms exist [10] which use the concept of Markov blanket to guide Bayesian Network construction. The common first step of such algorithms involves identification of MB(x) for all x, from that point the discovered information is used to guide the construction of the Bayesian Network in the current context. In the example presented in Section 3 an instance of a Markov blanket is used to isolate nodes of interest, however no method for automatic discovery is employed as it lies outside the scope of this paper.
Example Application
This section attempts to illustrate how an agentbased simulation can be used to determine likelihood values along the causality arcs present in the principal and auxiliary BNMs described before. First, we adopted SAABNet described by Gurp [11] as a basis for the principal network in our framework. For this example we decided to focus on the"Usability" quality and its parent nodes. This was done by considering Figure 3 is the Markov blanket of the"Reliability" node which is believed to have a strong influence on"Usability" in the example system. The resultant BNM is depicted in Figure. The network and its environment has been constructed using a GeNIe tool (http://genie.sis.pitt.edu/) which provides a simple and clean interface for creation and management of Bayesian networks.
For the purposes of this example we have decided to disregard" Configurability" and concentrate on Reliability" and" Performance", which are described in Table 1 . At this point, in order to determine how these defined values affect the "Usability" quality we had to employ the Agent-Based paradigm approach described in Section 2.4. In order to achieve that we had to create an agent which could apply them in a meaningful way in the context of the system? The state transitions describing agent behavior are shown in Figure 4 , which has been generated using Any Logic tool (http://www.xjtek.com/). 
Individual probability-based functions
After several runs of the simulation have been completed, the following scalar results have been obtained for a population of 1000 agents:
• n repeat requests due to timeouts = 222
• n successful requests = 1332
• Usability at good performance = 0.84 • n failures due to unresponsiveness = 41 • n visitors = 1000 • Usability at good reliability = 0.959
Using the values listed above we were able to come up with the combined likelihood values which describe the effect various states of" Reliability" and" Performance"
Have on" Usability" With the information obtained as part of this example we hope to show that it is possible to incrementally populate the principal and auxiliary BNMs using a simulation. At this point we only used an agent-based simulation approach, however, given further metrics and information pertaining to system structure and company's project activities we can develop a reached simulation incorporating principles of system dynamics and discrete events simulations. Once the BNMs have been provided with sufficient sampling information they can be used to make optimization decisions given a collection of heuristic encoded changes.
Conclusion
Recent research is promising to solve the problems associated with existing approach to architectural quality modeling. The properties of Bayesian Network Models position them as a useful aid in handling knowledge organization, systemic reasoning and quality prediction opening a possibility of application as a basis for optimization. However, the major drawback of BNMs is found in the amount and characteristics of the construction effort required before they can be used. In our work, we propose a way of dealing with this drawback by incorporating multi paradigm simulation approach to capture the assumptions, properties and structural elements which exist in the context of systems architecture. By doing so we propose to develop a mechanism which can be used to trial possible changes before they can be applied and evaluate their potential effects given the likelihood and dependency information provided by BNMs.
Future Work
Following the discussion of issues and the accompanying example presented in this paper, we believe the next step is to develop a broader range of examples to cover systems from multiple domains. In time this would allow us to study possible patterns of metric-criteria-quality dependencies which may consistently emerge in similar systems. Another avenue of research is to attempt application of automatic Markov blanket discovery algorithms can be used for quality assessment BNMs. Additionally, work will be done to determine how known optimization met heuristics such as Tabu search [14] may be applied in the context of the proposed framework. Also, work has been commenced to develop a platform that can incorporate simulation, optimization and empirically collected heuristics to affect and track architectural changes and their comparative benefits. Ultimately, the goal is to create a possibility of automatic execution of steps involved in architectural optimization.
